
- รูปประโยค
- Tense ตางๆ
- ประโยคที่มี If
- Phrasal Verb
- ทองศัพท
- ความเขาใจความหมายประโยค



People sleep _____ on rainy nights.

1) comfortably
2) comfortability
3) comfort
4) comfortable



ประโยคในภาษาอังกฤษ

ผมใสเสื้อ

I wear a shirt.

People sleep _____ on rainy nights.

1) comfortably
2) comfortability
3) comfort
4) comfortable



ประโยคในภาษาอังกฤษ

ผมใสเสื้อสีขาวอยางรวดเร็ว

I quickly wear a white shirt.

I wear a white shirt quickly.

People sleep _____ on rainy nights.

1) comfortably
2) comfortability
3) comfort
4) comfortable



I cooked this meal _____ for you, so I hope you will like it.

1) more special
2) special
3) with special
4) specially



_____ soup tastes wonderful.

1) A
2) An
3) The
4) -

ประโยคในภาษาอังกฤษ

ผมใสเสื้อสีขาวอยางรวดเร็ว

I quickly wear a white shirt.

I wear a white shirt quickly.



_____ soup tastes wonderful.

1) A
2) An
3) The
4) -

a, an, the

a shirt
a glass
an umbrella
a sheep
water
a litre of water



_____ soup tastes wonderful.

1) A
2) An
3) The
4) -

a, an, the

a shirt                  
a glass 
an umbrella
a sheep
water
a litre of water

two shirts
two glasses
two umbrellas
two sheep
water
two litres of water



_____ soup tastes wonderful.

1) A
2) An
3) The
4) -

a, an, the

a shirt                  
two glasses 
two umbrellas
a sheep
water
two litres of water

the shirt
the glasses
the two umbrellas
the sheep
the water
the litres of water



_____ soup tastes wonderful.

1) A
2) An
3) The
4) -

this, that

the shirt                  
the glass 
the umbrella
the sheep
water
a litre of water

this shirt, that shirt
this glass, that glass
this umbrella, that umbrella
this sheep, that sheep
this water, that water
this litre of water, that...



_____ soup tastes wonderful.

1) A
2) An
3) The
4) -

this, these

this shirt                  
this glass 
this umbrella
this sheep
this water
this litre of water

these shirts
these glasses
these umbrellas
these sheep
-
these litres of water



_____ soup tastes wonderful.

1) A
2) An
3) The
4) -

that, those

that shirt                  
that glass 
that umbrella
that sheep
that water
that litre of water

those shirts
those glasses
those umbrellas
those sheep
-
those litres of water



It is _____ beautiful day.

1) too
2) very
3) such a
4) so



_____ tea plant are small and white.

1) The
2) Having
3) On the
4) The flowers of the 

Verbs

I wear a white shirt.
You wear a white shirt.
Somchai wears a white shirt.
Somying wears a white shirt.
Two boys wear two white shirts.



_____ tea plant are small and white.

1) The
2) Having
3) On the
4) The flowers of the 

Verbs/Adjective

I am tall.
You are tall.
Somchai is tall.
Somying is tall.
Two boys are tall.



My sister _____ quiet. She ______.

1) usually is/smiles hardly ever
2) is usually/hardly ever smiles
3) is usually/smile ever hardly
4) usually is/ever hardly smile



Susan _____ to England when she was 10?

1) gone
2) goes
3) going
4) went



Susan _____ to England when she was 10?

1) gone
2) goes
3) going
4) went

Tense: Simple

I wear a white shirt everyday.

I wore a white shirt yesterday.

I will wear a white shirt tomorrow.
I am going to wear a white shirt tomorrow.



Susan _____ to England when she was 10?

1) gone
2) goes
3) going
4) went

Tense: Verbs

V1 V2 V3

wear wore worn

is, am was been

are were been

will would would



Susan _____ to England when she was 10?

1) gone
2) goes
3) going
4) went

Tense: Continuous

I am wearing a white shirt now.

I was wearing a white shirt yesterday.

I will be wearing a white shirt tomorrow.



Susan _____ to England when she was 10?

1) gone
2) goes
3) going
4) went

Tense: Perfect

I have worn a white shirt since 8 o’clock.

I had worn a white shirt from 8-10 o’clock.

I will have worn a white shirt when you arrive.
I am going to have worn a white shirt when you arrive.



Susan _____ to England when she was 10?

1) gone
2) goes
3) going
4) went

Tense: Perfect Continuous

I have been wearing a white shirt.

I had been wearing a white shirt.

I will have been wearing a white shirt.
I am going to have been wearing a white shirt.



The telephone _____ when I went into the room.

1) ringing
2) ring
3) is ringing
4) was ringing



If you _____ in time, I _____ killed.

1) had come, would have been 
2) had not come, would have been 
3) had not come, would not have been
4) had come, would have not been



จริง
If people earn a lot of money, they are rich.

เปนเหตุผล
If it rains, you will get wet.

ไมเปนจริงในปจจุบัน
If you studied, you would pass the exam.

ไมเปนจริงในอดีต
If you had studied, you would have passed the exam.



If you _____ in time, I _____ killed.

1) had come, would have been 
2) had not come, would have been 
3) had not come, would not have been
4) had come, would have not been

If people earn a lot of money, they are rich.
If it rains, you will get wet.
If you studied, you would pass the exam.
If you had studied, you would have passed 
the exam.



You will be penalized if you _____ the bill within 7 days.

1) don’t pay
2) were not paying
3) will not pay
4) didn’t pay



You will be penalized if you _____ the bill within 7 days.

1) don’t pay
2) were not paying
3) will not pay
4) didn’t pay

If people earn a lot of money, they are rich.
If it rains, you will get wet.
If you studied, you would pass the exam.
If you had studied, you would have passed 
the exam.



If there had been a series of discussion among us last week, we 
_____ successful on that project.

1) have
2) would have
3) will have
4) would have been



If there had been a series of discussion among us last week, we 
_____ successful on that project.

1) have
2) would have
3) will have
4) would have been

If people earn a lot of money, they are rich.
If it rains, you will get wet.
If you studied, you would pass the exam.
If you had studied, you would have passed 
the exam.



break down เสีย

break in ขัดจังหวะการสนทนา
ทําใหรองเทานิ่ม

break up เลิกกับแฟน

break out หนีออกจากคุก
เกิดขึ้นโดยไมคาดคิด

bring up พูดถึงขึ้นมา

call back โทรกลับ

call for ตองการ

call off ยกเลิก

call up โทรหา
เรียกเขารับราชการทหาร



carry away เอาออกไป (ทิ้ง)
ซาบซึ้งมาก

carry on ทําตอไป

carry out ทําใหสําเร็จ

come across เจอโดยไมตั้งใจ

come by ผานมา, มาเยี่ยม
ซื้อ, หามา

come down to หมายความวา, สรุปวา

come over มาหา, มาเยี่ยม

come up with เกิด idea ขึ้น

get across สื่อสารใหเขาใจ

get along เขากันไดกับ (คน)



get away หนี

get on/get in ขึ้นรถ/รถไฟ

get to ไปถึง

go over ทําความเขาใจกับ

keep up ทําตอไป, พยายามตอไป

look after ดูแล

look forward to ตั้งหนาตั้งตารอ

put off เลื่อนออกไป

put up with อดทนตอ, ยอมรับตอ

set aside เก็บไวใชในอนาคต

turn down ลดเสียง



The radio is so loud, can you _____ please?

1) turn on
2) turn out
3) turn back
4) turn down



Khun Pramote said that the boss blamed him for working too slow.

1) stared
2) complained
3) penetrated
4) described



The airline was condemned for the delay of the flights.

1) excused
2) blamed
3) apologized
4) requested



She is very direct and always _____ her mind.

1) says
2) speaks
3) tells
4) talks



She ran _____ the street looking for the cat.

1) out and about
2) down and out
3) on and off
4) up and down


